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TDG?TDG?

 Thermal Diffusion GalvanizingThermal Diffusion Galvanizing
 TDG is a method of applying a uniform, TDG is a method of applying a uniform, 

sacrificial, zinc-iron or zinc aluminum alloy sacrificial, zinc-iron or zinc aluminum alloy 
coating using a metallurgaical vapor coating using a metallurgaical vapor 
diffusion process.diffusion process.

 TDG works with Steel, castings and TDG works with Steel, castings and 
forgings, powder metal, and stainless forgings, powder metal, and stainless 
steel.steel.



Transformed, Not just CoatedTransformed, Not just Coated

TDG proprietary TDG proprietary 
solution is “baked” solution is “baked” 
into the steel. It into the steel. It 
becomes part of the becomes part of the 
steel composition. steel composition. 
Even after grinding Even after grinding 
the surface, the the surface, the 
product is still product is still 
protected.protected.
No more flaky HDG No more flaky HDG 
issues.issues.



Characteristics of TDGCharacteristics of TDG

 Highly corrosion and abrasion resistant.Highly corrosion and abrasion resistant.
 The coating is hard, non magnetic, weldable, The coating is hard, non magnetic, weldable, 

and spark free.and spark free.
 It is chip proof and amenable to crimping, It is chip proof and amenable to crimping, 

bending, and forming.bending, and forming.
 Highly heat resistant-working temp to 1200FHighly heat resistant-working temp to 1200F
 Totally non-toxic and heavy metal freeTotally non-toxic and heavy metal free
 Good Anti Galling properties and low co-efficient Good Anti Galling properties and low co-efficient 

of friction. It is a replacement for Cadmiumof friction. It is a replacement for Cadmium



Even and consistent coating creates Even and consistent coating creates 
Improved Bolt Thread Performance Improved Bolt Thread Performance 

 No Thread No Thread chasingchasing
 Tighter tolerance Tighter tolerance for for 

threaded product.threaded product.
 It also provides the It also provides the 

possibility of offering possibility of offering 
corrosion protection levels corrosion protection levels 
beyond the ability of HDG, beyond the ability of HDG, 
by penetraing the hard to by penetraing the hard to 
coat fastener threads, inside coat fastener threads, inside 
nut threads, small hardware nut threads, small hardware 
parts, parts, and folded and folded or tubular or tubular 
products where HDG missesproducts where HDG misses



Corrosion TestsCorrosion Tests

Corrosion performance of thermo-diffusion 
coated nails (coating thickness 55-85µm) 
after 450 hrs of salt spray (left) versus hot-
dip galvanized nails (coating thickness 15-
50µm) after 167 hrs of salt spray exposure 
(right). FRR on hot-dip parts was after 117 
hr.

One of the major problem areas are the 
fasteners and small hardware. It is 
practically impossible to apply very heavy 
coating to fasteners and in the case of the 
nuts, it is impossible to galvanize the inside 
threads. 



33rdrd Party Salt Spray Test Party Salt Spray Test



Dead Sea TestDead Sea Test

Courtesy of ArmorGalv



6 Months 6 Months VVersus HDG in Navy ersus HDG in Navy 
Chain testChain test



Florida DOTFlorida DOT



SpecificationsSpecifications

 ASTM 1059 written specifically to Thermal ASTM 1059 written specifically to Thermal 
Diffusion Coating. Please see addendum.Diffusion Coating. Please see addendum.

 Also exceeds traditional ASTM A123 and Also exceeds traditional ASTM A123 and 
A153 Galvanizing performance.A153 Galvanizing performance.



Reduced CostsReduced Costs

 Thermal Diffusion Coating reduces Thermal Diffusion Coating reduces 
costs  costs  comparative to high corrosion comparative to high corrosion 
resistant alloy plating and stainless steel.resistant alloy plating and stainless steel.

 Long term Cost ReductionLong term Cost Reduction through  through 
lower first cost, environmental efficiencies, lower first cost, environmental efficiencies, 
reduced maintenence, and increased reduced maintenence, and increased 
length of life on Construction and length of life on Construction and 
Hardware.Hardware.



Environmental Impact Environmental Impact 
ReductionReduction

 Armor Galv Technology:Armor Galv Technology:
Winner of EPA‘S (NPPR) Winner of EPA‘S (NPPR) 
2006 2006 MVP2 MVP2 Award (Most Award (Most 
Valuable Pollution Valuable Pollution 
Prevention)Prevention)

 Kortick is a certified Bay Kortick is a certified Bay 
Area Green companyArea Green company



EPA FindingsEPA Findings

 The EPA, in 2006, conducted an extensive The EPA, in 2006, conducted an extensive 
study of study of thermal diffusion coating. thermal diffusion coating. 
The EPA The EPA stated that the process stated that the process 
“approaches “approaches zero zero discharge”.discharge”.

 Replacement for Replacement for Cadmium and other Cadmium and other 
toxic coatings, toxic coatings, wherever they are used wherever they are used 
for corrosion protection and to prevent for corrosion protection and to prevent 
gallinggalling



Dramatic Reduction in Waste Dramatic Reduction in Waste 
StreamStream

Information Courtesy of Distek



Plant LayoutPlant Layout



Kortick ManufacturingKortick Manufacturing
Hayward, CaliforniaHayward, California
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